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As Orothac flexed and his scales cracked from the inner pressure, I sensed something more than 

demonic behind this new aura appearing from within the lieutenant. Violet, almost black, waves pulsed out 
of the demon, but in a strangely familiar way. 
 

I then opened my eyes, truly. Not all of them, but a fair amount more than usual. Upon my blacker 
than night cloak they individually opened. Many vibrant violet ones with shifting pupil shapes blinked open, 
violently darting about hungrily. As well as a single, large, round one with no iris at all, and with a horridly 
constricted pupil that left its surroundings mostly white, though it peered knowingly and whispered 
telepathically of things queer and perverted. 
 

“I see now…” I stated as my gazes were drawn to the void heart still in Orothac’s right hand. 
Colours indescribable to humans radiated from the thing in pulses that shifted from incredibly slow to 
insanely rapid. “That is no mere jewel. That is the heart of the abyssal dragon itself. Why it was laying 
amidst hoards of gold and gems, I know not. But I do know that I still need it for my experiments. I do not 
care what you are, demon or revenant possessed by a dragon of the deep. I already told you to hand it over, 
and I do not repeat myself.” Hardly before I finished my statement, I commanded a platoon of peeping 
purple eyes to unleash a barrage of minute, yet penetrating ultraviolet beams at Orothac. 
 

They struck the fiend almost as fast as light itself would from any infernal source in these depths 
of Hell. From the frontal impact, Orothac’s body was bent at almost a ninety degree angle with a loud, wet, 
SNAP. I chuckled as I realized his spine could not deal with the force of my minions’ ocular attacks, but was 
impressed that his lower body, from the navel down, had stayed in place, feet planted into the rocky terrain. 
Though, his upper body fared far worse, as I saw thin plumes of smoke rising from the wounds in his chest, 
shoulders, and face from the piercing gaze of my eyes. But, incredibly, his wicked frame righted itself with 
a grotesque crunch. Soon, his upper and lower body were aligned again, though the upper slumped to the 
right slightly, his form having lost much structural integrity. From his eyes, nasal slits, and mouth then 
came a undying screech mixed with a hissing roar and arcane black lights the likes of which I had only 
encountered once before, in the lair of that whose heart now pulses before me in the grip of a demon void 
of his mind. 
 

“Okay, I get it. You are… annoyed  that we raided your treasure hoard...while you were still 
alive...and still there. But the past is the past. And my patience has run out.” I then mentally whispered to 
the great eye with the constricted pupil, whose compacted centre then began to vibrate energetically. From 
Orothac’s corrupted body I saw the rise of a draconic miasma that began to form into the maw of an 
ethereal copy of the felled abyssal dragon, but only momentarily... 
 

 


